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Abstract: Cogeneration power plants have already been operated in the Czech Republic for several
decades. These cogeneration power plants have been mostly operated with original technologies.
However, these original technologies have to be continuously innovated during the entire operation
time. This paper is focused on one of the possible innovations, which could lead to better sustainability
and improved flexibility of the cogeneration power plants. Backpressure turbines are still used in
many cogeneration power plants. However, backpressure turbines are currently losing suitability for
cogeneration power plants, because they always need sufficient heat demand for optimal operation.
Backpressure turbines rapidly lose efficiency when facing a lack of heat demand, i.e., mostly in
summer season. Currently, condensing turbines are a preferable option for cogeneration power plants,
which generally achieve less effective operation, as condensing turbines are able to operate with
optional heat demand. Therefore, backpressure turbines are often replaced by condensing turbines
with regulated outputs. In spite of the current trend, this article will present an innovative topology,
which retains the original backpressure turbine with the addition of the organic Rankine cycle for
residual energy utilization.
Keywords: backpressure turbine; cogeneration power plant; organic Rankine cycle; cycle synthesis;
innovative topology

1. Introduction
Cogeneration power plants (CPPs) offer excellent primary fuel utilization for electricity, heating
and even cooling production. Most CPPs use brown coal, biomass or some combination of them as
a fuel. Nowadays, the electric efficiency of CPPs is in 25% to 35% range according to turbine type,
boilers, regenerative heaters, etc. The remaining energy can be used for heating, cooling or for technical
purposes in households or industry plants. The total CPP efficiency can be around 90% when suitable
conditions are met.
Most CPPs can change their electric production. Therefore, CPPs can mostly operate under partial
electric production conditions to cover the daily load profile. This means that CPPs can participate in
the support services for electrical networks. The support services are connected with higher prices for
the electric production. It also means better economy for the CPPs.
The CPPs with backpressure turbines (BPTs) have problems under a lack of heat demand. The heat
demand is very changeable during year. In winter season, there is no problem with a lack of heat
demand, but the problem often occurs during the summer season. Therefore, CPPs with BPTs have to
limit their production, especially during summer season.
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Moreover, there always is the certain requirement for electric production by CPPs from the
electrical network, which must be met. The requirement very rarely matches with the optimal CPP
operation conditions. The variable operation of CPPs is always connected with a drop in their efficiency.
If the heat demand will not sufficient, CPPs with BPTs cannot reach their optimal efficiency.
For these reasons, the on average efficiency of the CPPs drops to 50%.
Among the problems of currently operated CPPs with BPTs the following may be highlighted:
•
•
•
•

Limited options of heating energy storage.
A problem with assuring enough heat demand, especially during summer season.
Bad electric production flexibility for economical operation of the CPPs during the year.
The more significant drop of electric production flexibility during the summer season.

2. Definition of the BPT Problem and its Current Solution
In other words, the main problem of CPPs with BPTs are operation limitations when facing
a lack of heat demand. A key question is how can these operating limitations be solved? This
paper will be further focused only on one CPP located in Pilsen. Firstly, it is necessary to mention
how these limitations can be solved in the current CPP without some innovative implementations.
The technological steam production in the CPP is considered as the same during the whole year.
Certain part of heat energy is needed during the whole year for heating tap water for households.
The first utilization of heat energy when facing a lack of heat demand can be by absorption chillers,
which have been placed in several buildings in Pilsen. Seven absorption chillers have already been
installed in Pilsen with a total chilling power 6732 MWch. Lithium bromide is used in the chillers
as the absorption medium. However, the chillers’ utilization is strongly dependent on the ambient
temperature. In addition, the chilling power of the chillers can be sometimes limited by a lack of chill
demand. Currently, the already installed chillers have only a small impact on solving the problem due
to their low chilling power.
Two other options to deal with a lack of heat demand are sufficient for solving of this problem.
However, these two option are based on total thermal energy loss at the end of the BPT.
The first of the options has been using a mechanical dry condenser (DMC), which has been
in operation in the investigated CPP. The DMC only allows the emission of thermal energy to
the atmosphere.
The second of the options has been that the steam at end of the BPT flows out directly from the
cycle. This option causes both thermal energy losses and the loss of demineralized water. These last
two options therefore do not seem to be suitable for ensuring the CPP sustainability. Therefore, there is
a place for improvement of the current situation in the CPP.
One of the possible solutions how to improve the situation could be realized by increasing the
installed chilling power in Pilsen. However, it is necessary to ensure sufficient chilling demand to
justify the initial investment in the needed absorption chillers.
Secondly, there are several options to improve the current situation by some innovative ways.
In other words, a certain amount of heat utilization can be covered by some innovative mechanisms
when facing a lack of heat demand. A convenient optional way to deal with a lack of heat demand
would appear using some form of thermal energy storage (TES) for the residual heat at the output
of the BPT. TES is able to store excess thermal energy and use it hours, days, or months later. There
are several such technologies. Most TES are based on the Phase Change Material (PCM) principle [1].
Theoretically, three types of the PCM could be used [1]:
•
•
•

salt hydrates with a 7–117 ◦ C range of utilization,
organic materials with a 1–167 ◦ C range of utilization,
solid-solid materials with a 40–180 ◦ C range of utilization.

There are several technical requirements, which should be take into account in the design of TES
such as [1]:
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total thermal capacity,
size, shape and volume,
thermal losses,
efficiency of charging and discharging.

The optimal design of TES strongly depends on the maximum size of the storable thermal energy.
The size is tightly connected with investment costs [2].
There are some pros of TES [1]:
•
•
•
•
•

storage possibility of a huge amount of thermal energy (80–500 Wh/L, 80–250 Wh/kg),
no negative impact on the environment,
low thermal losses (0.05–1% per day),
low investment cost (3–60 USD/kWh),
lifetime about 10–30 years.
However, it is necessary to mention some cons of TES as well [1]:

•
•

the low thermal efficiency TES (30–60%),
bad dynamic properties of TES (the response time can be from several minutes to hours).

There are several opportunities for utilizing TES technology in current CPPs. However, that TES
application has to be huge (i.e., several GWh) to accommodate all the residual energy produced by
the BPT. Another option to deal with a lack of heat demand can be the utilization of the residual heat
for different biomass conversion processes.
Part of the residual heat from the combustion process in the Pilsen CPP is currently used for drying
of imported biomass. There are several thermochemical biomass conversions, which can consume the
residual heat such as [3]:
•
•
•
•
•

burning and co-burning of biomass (already used)—electricity, heat, steam,
distillation—coal, gas, tar,
pyrolysis—gas, liquid, coal,
gasification—coal, gas, tar,
hydro-gasification—liquid fuels.

However, all of these thermochemical processes except the burning require much higher residual
energy parameters than can be provided by the BPT. The other reason why these thermochemical
processes are not suitable for that utilization because of a lack of nearby biomass. Around 100,000 tons
of biomass are burned in the Pilsen CPP. Most of that biomass must be imported from a radius of 100
kilometers around the city.
Most of the already mentioned possibilities could partly solve the lack of heat demand problem of
the BPT, but none of them is able to solve the problem completely. The identified problem could be
solved by an implementation of an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) in the current BPT. That is the reason
why this paper will be mainly focused on that type of innovation.
3. Description of the Investigated Cogeneration Power Plant in Pilsen
3.1. History of the Cogeneration Power Plant in Pilsen
The first CPP was built at the same place as the current CPP in 1985. This first CPP was composed
of two identical supercritical solid fuel fired boilers (B4 and B5) with a total thermal power 256 MWt
and the original BPT (TG1) with a nominal electrical power of 55 MWe. The installed boilers worked
simultaneously. This means that both of them produced overheated steam for the BPT. The BPT had
two main functions in the original CPP:
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The thermal power has been transformed from steam into mechanical power on the shaft, which
was connected with an electric generator.
The thermodynamic parameters of the steam at the end of the BPT have been reduced to 105 ◦ C,
1.2 bar. These parameters were suitable for the basic heating demand in a district heating system.
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The BPT in the CPP has two pressure stages, four non-regulated outlets to regenerative heaters
and one regulated outlet at the end of the first stage of the turbine for the technological needs for
usage of steam. Suitable parameters for BR of district heating are found at the end of the BPT. These
suitable parameters are around 0.12 MPa and 104.8 °C. In the case of higher electricity production
requirements, the DMC can be connected to the outlet of the BPT. The DMC can be described as a
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The BPT in the CPP has two pressure stages, four non-regulated outlets to regenerative heaters
and one regulated outlet at the end of the first stage of the turbine for the technological needs for
usage of steam. Suitable parameters for BR of district heating are found at the end of the BPT. These
suitable parameters are around 0.12 MPa and 104.8 ◦ C. In the case of higher electricity production
requirements, the DMC can be connected to the outlet of the BPT. The DMC can be described as a
ventilator assembly, which creates conditions for transfer of the residual energy from the steam behind
the turbine to ambient air. However, this option is connected with huge loses of energy from the
combustion process as well as a significant decrease of the whole efficiency. On the other hand, this
operation is occasionally used for the temporary increase of electrical power during higher energy
price periods according to the daily load diagram.
The bigger CT has also two pressure stages, two non-regulated outlets to regenerative heaters and
two regulated outlets for heating needs. The first regulated outlet can also provide s certain amount
of steam for technological usage or the steam can be used for regenerative heating in the deaerator.
The second regulated outlet can provide steam to the basic heater. However, the second outlet can be
also used in pure condensing operation for regenerative heating. CTs always contain a condenser for
condensing wet steam onto water at the end of the turbine. The emission parameters of the turbine are
required to be as low as possible for maximal utilization of the exergy. However, this requirement is
strongly dependent on ambient temperature and it is difficult to influence it.
The third building stage has been built separately from the previous ones. The main difference
from the other building stages has already been mentioned, it uses biomass as a fuel for the boiler. This
building stage contains the smaller CT. The smaller CT has just one pressure stage, one regulated outlet
and two non-regulated outlets to regenerative heaters. The input pressure and temperature of the
smaller turbine are 6.7 MPa and 490 ◦ C. The turbine has also an option to operate in cogeneration mode.
However, the subsidies policy is unfairly established, as it offers the possible subsidy only during pure
condensing operation. Therefore, this unit is mainly operated in pure condensing operation, in another
words only electricity production. However, the regulated outlet of the turbine can used for the peak
heater. It means that in case of extreme heat demand the cycle can cover it.
3.3. Differences between Backpressure Turbines and Condensing Turbines
The behavior of both already mentioned turbines during the various electric and heat production
scenarios will be shown in following figures.
Firstly, the typical trend of BPTs is shown in Figure 2, i.e., the increase of the electric production is
tightly connected with the increase of the heat production. Obviously, there is a dependence between
electric and heat production. However, the dependence causes a problem when there is no or low heat
demand. The heat demand is not usually sufficient during the summer season. In addition, a problem
occurs with condensing of the whole water volume behind the BPTs, which requires some additional
cooling technologies, e.g., DMC, etc. [5].
Although, BPTs’ main advantage is higher cogeneration efficiency than CTs under optimal
conditions. However, the optimal conditions are met only during the winter season, which is shown
in Figure 3. Therefore, the operation of the BPTs must be limited, especially in the summer season.
If the BPTs will operate at unoptimal conditions, the cycle efficiency loss is very significant and that is
a crucial problem [5].
Area 1 in Figure 3 cannot be covered by the BPT. The BPT generates around 25 MWe and 54 MWt
at 40% load, which is the minimal suitable load for the BPT. A lower load than the minimal suitable
load is possible, but it results in significant cycle efficiency losses. Area 2 can be covered by the BPT
without any other heat sources. The BPT can produce 70 MWe and almost 138 MWt at 100% load. Area
3 can be covered by the BPT, but other heat sources must also used to cover the total heat demand.
However, Figure 4 shows that the problem, which is typical for the BPT, does not exist for the CT.
The CT offers more flexible operation than the BPT, which is represented by the variable area. The CT is
not limited by a lack of heat demand and can be operated under pure condensing operation conditions.
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The topology of ORCs is very dependent on the selection of the working medium for the ORCs.
There are two basic types of ORCs:

•

Subcritical.
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thermodynamic efficiency,
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thermodynamic efficiency,
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4.2. Working Media for the ORCs
Suitable choice of the working medium determines many properties of the ORC such as:
•
•
•
•
•

thermodynamic efficiency,
lifetime,
level of sealing needed,
level of maintenance,
level of danger (in the case of loss of the medium).

Firstly, the heat source is determined and all necessary thermodynamic parameters of the heat
source are calculated. Secondly, working media are investigated according to their convenience for the
given heat source. Each of the media has its own critical curve, which determines the thermodynamics
for the medium.
Selection of a medium with higher vapor density is possible because these media have lower
condensing pressures. On the other hand, media with lower vapor density require a larger condenser
for condensation and this is connected with additional costs.
The ORC efficiency can be increased by using a higher pressure of the working medium at the
input of the ORC turbine (OT). However, this is connected with higher investment costs. In the case of
higher pressure utilization, the cycle must be made more robust and its feed pump needs to create a
higher pressure difference. This means a higher power of the feed pump and of course additional costs.
Investigation of optimal operating conditions should be performed before realization of a cycle.
Some working media can degrade at higher temperatures than the nominal temperature or during
long-time operation. Therefore, it is often convenient to ensure stable thermodynamic conditions such
as heat source temperature. The maximum heat source temperature must be limited by the chemical
properties of the working medium.
According to [6,10], the crucial properties for choosing a working medium are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

impact on the environment,
flammability (in air at 60 ◦ C and 101.325 kPa),
toxicity (in air at 60 ◦ C and 101.325 kPa),
ozone depletion potential (ODP),
global warming potential (GWP),
Refrigerant concentration limit/immediately danger to life or health (RCL/IDLH, in g/m3 ).

5. Design of the Innovative Technology
5.1. Introduction of the Innovative Idea
The ORC concept has been known since the 1950s and are currently many ORCs are utilized for
electric power production. The current ORCs can be used in heat recovery from lower temperature
sources such as biomass combustion, industrial waste heat and geothermal heat [6].
All the current ORC applications assume separated operation [6–10]. The brand new concept of
the ORC application is the straight implementation of the ORC into the original BPT cycle. It means
that a synthesis of both cycles will be used, which will solve the problems of the original BPT. In other
words, low interest in BPTs could be improved by this innovation in the future.
In winter season, this innovation does not have such an effect, because the BPT is mainly operated
in cogeneration mode. However, this innovation allows the original topology to become more flexible
especially during the summer season, when there is a lack of heat demand.
In case of a lack of heat demand, the residual energy from the BPT will be used for additional
electricity production. The implementation of the ORC will allow condensing the wet steam at the
output to water and will utilize residual energy for evaporation of the secondary medium, which will
feed the OT.
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Currently, one BPT cycle operated in the investigated CPP. The BPT topology is shown in Figure 8.
10 of 21
has been neglected, because is irrelevant for the assumed innovation.
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5.2. Principle of the Innovation Topology
5.2. Principle of the Innovation Topology
The new innovative topology, which is shown in Figure 9, is called a synthesis of the original
The new innovative topology, which is shown in Figure 9, is called a synthesis of the original
BPT cycle with the ORC. Component 1 in Figure 9 represents a boiler. Component 2 represents a HP
BPT cycle with the ORC. Component 1 in Figure 9 represents a boiler. Component 2 represents a HP
part of the BPT. Component 3 represents a LP part of the BPT. Component 4 represents a generator.
part of the BPT. Component 3 represents a LP part of the BPT. Component 4 represents a generator.
Component 5 represents a heat exchanger. Component 6 represents an ORC evaporator. Component 7
Component 5 represents a heat exchanger. Component 6 represents an ORC evaporator. Component
represents an OT. Component 8 represents a generator. Component 9 represents a recuperative heater.
7 represents an OT. Component 8 represents a generator. Component 9 represents a recuperative
Component 10 represents a condenser. Component 11 represents a feed pump for ORC. Component
heater. Component 10 represents a condenser. Component 11 represents a feed pump for ORC.
12 represents a feed pump for original cycle. Component 13 represents frequency converter.
Component 12 represents a feed pump for original cycle. Component 13 represents frequency
An additional pipeline at the output of the BPT and two valves for setting the mass flow rate
converter.
between the ORC evaporator and heat exchanger for the district heating must be added to the original
cycle. The thermodynamic parameters of wet steam at the output from the original turbine (i.e., 0.12 MPa
and 104.8 ◦ C) will be used for vaporization of a working medium in the ORC evaporator. Energy
transferred from the original cycle to the additional ORC will evaporate a working medium and at the
same time will liquefy wet steam to water in the original cycle. Vaporized working medium will be led
to the OT, where the energy from the medium will be transformed into mechanical work by rotating
rotor blades. Of course, the rotor of the OT will be connected with the generator. The residual energy
at the output of the OT after expansion will be led to a recuperative heater, where the liquid medium
can be preheated before the evaporator for increasing the ORC efficiency. After that, the medium will
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be led to a condenser for the ORC, where the steam medium will be liquefied. Liquefied medium will
be led to a feed pump for the ORC, where the medium pressure will be increased. Finally, the medium
will again continue to ORC evaporator. Several benefits will be offered by the innovative topology:
•
•
•

Increasing the electric production for better coverage of the daily load diagram.
Possibility of higher flexibility of electric and heat production than the original BPT topology.
Utilization of residual energy from the original BPT cycle at time of a lack of heat demand.
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One small disadvantage of R-600a is its flammability in air with parameters of 60 ◦ C and 101.325 kPa.
•
Increasing the electric production for better coverage of the daily load diagram.
However, the places where it is assumed that R-600a will be present can be hermetically sealed.
•
Possibility of higher flexibility of electric and heat production than the original BPT topology.
•5.4. Basics
Utilization
of residual energy from the original BPT cycle at time of a lack of heat demand.
of Modeling
This section
describes
one possible
way to realize implementation of the ORC in the BPT cycle.
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have described the nominal operation under lack of heat demand conditions. The thermal energy from
The critical parameters of R-600a are 134, 9 °C and 3, 695 MPa. The ORC with R-600a is operated as a
subcritical ORC. Models in other references have worked with this medium [6,10]. The reasons why
R-600a has been chosen, are:

•
•

chemical durability,
no impact on the environment,
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the LP part of the BPT has been led to the ORC evaporator. This means the total energy from the BPT
has been used for additional electric power in the ORC.
Firstly, it is necessary to determine a mass flow rate of R-600a, which is sufficient for condensing
the total amount of wet steam at the output from BPT. Therefore the model shown in Figure 10 has
been developed. The model consists of steam turbine stages and a heat exchanger. Each of turbine
stages represent one part of the BPT with the same mass flow rate. The steam turbine model is based
on Stodola’s cone law (law of the ellipse) with an optional efficiency degradation using Baumann’s
formula. Main equation for the model of Stodola’s turbine is as follows [11,12]:
s
! 
√

p02 2 
m T01

.
= k 1 −
p0I
p01 

(1)

where symbol m represents mass flow rate. Symbol T01 represents inlet temperature. The term p02 /p01
represents a ratio between input and output pressure. Constant k represents a typical constant for
Stodola’s equation, which is given by the type of turbine.
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where Q represents the transferred heat power. kc represents heat transfer coefficient. Aheat represents
transfer area. dT1 and dT2 represent temperature differences between primary and secondary side.
Feed pump models use a quadratic flow characteristic. It describes a centrifugal pump.
The hydraulic characteristic (head vs. flow rate) is represented, as well as the pump power consumption.

5.5. Identification of Thermodynamic Parameters for the Modeling
The model parameters have been chosen at the nominal BPT operation. These thermodynamic
parameters are shown in Table 1. The thermal power source for the BPT has been modeled as the main
steam collector (MSC).

Figure 11. The model of one stage ORC turbine with working medium R-600a.
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Table 1. Nominal parameters for modeling of the innovative topology.
Thermodynamic Parameters

Value

Unit

Pressure in the main steam collector
Temperature in the main steam collector
Enthalpy in the main steam collector
Mass flow rate in the main steam collector
Pressure at the first arc of the HP turbine stage
Temperature at the first arc of the HP turbine stage
Enthalpy at the first arc of the HP turbine stage
Mass flow rate at the first arc of the HP turbine stage
Pressure at the second arc of the HP turbine stage
Temperature at the second arc of the HP turbine stage
Enthalpy at the second arc of the HP turbine stage
Mass flow rate at the second arc of the HP turbine stage
Pressure at the End of the HP Turbine Stage
Temperature at the end of the HP turbine stage
Enthalpy at the end of the HP turbine stage
Mass flow rate at the end of the HP turbine stage
The mass flow rate the technological steam
Mass flow rate at the input of the LP turbine stage
Pressure at the fourth arc of the LP turbine stage
Temperature at the fourth arc of the LP turbine stage
Enthalpy at the fourth arc of the LP turbine stage
Mass flow rate at the fourth arc of the LP turbine stage
Pressure at the fifth arc of the LP turbine stage
Temperature at the fifth arc of the LP turbine stage
Enthalpy at the fifth arc of the LP turbine stage
Mass flow rate at the fifth arc of the LP turbine stage
Pressure at the end of the LP turbine stage
Temperature at the end of the LP turbine stage
Enthalpy at the end of the LP turbine stage
Mass flow rate at the end of the LP turbine stage
Output enthalpy from the ORC evaporator
Heat transfer coefficient of the ORC evaporator
Heating area of the ORC evaporator

133.5
535
3426.3
97.2
36.7
361.5
3130.5
6.5
20.5
291.6
3003.8
5.4
13
249.6
2930.5
11.25
9.7
73.5
7.8
196.8
2832.2
5.1
3.4
137.9
2690.9
3.75
1.2
104.8
2559.9
64.8
428.6
8.3
1000

bar
◦C
kJ/kg
kg/s
bar
◦C
kJ/kg
kg/s
bar
◦C
kJ/kg
kg/s
bar
◦C
kJ/kg
kg/s
kg/s
kg/s
bar
◦C
kJ/kg
kg/s
bar
◦C
kJ/kg
kg/s
bar
◦C
kJ/kg
kg/s
kJ/kg
kW/m2
m2

The HP part of the BPT has been modeled by the parameters of the first arc, the second arc and
end of the HP part. The HP partial arcs have been used for HP regenerative reheating.
The third arc has been placed between the HP and the LP parts. The steam from the arc has been
used for technological steam and for pressure balance in feed water tank.
The rest of the steam from the HP part has been led to LP part of the BPT. The LP part has been
modeled by the parameters from the fourth arc, the fifth arc and end of the LP part.
The last defined parameter is the enthalpy at the ORC evaporator (OE) output, which corresponds
with the real enthalpy in the basic heater output under nominal operation. The OE construction
parameters had to be determined for meeting sufficient heat transfer. These parameters are the heat
transfer coefficient and transfer area.
The BPT model with the OE is shown in Figure 10. The mass flow rate of R-600a has been
calculated as 420 kg/s for the set of OE construction parameters in Table 1. The mass flow rate of R-600a
(i.e., 420 kg/s) has been sufficient for liquefaction of the wet steam (i.e., 64.7 kg/s) at the end of the LP
part. The transferred heat power through the OE to the ORC has been estimated at 137.8 MWt.
The OT model, which is shown in Figure 11, is described further. All chosen ORC parameters are
shown in Table 2. The expansion in the OT has been transformed into mechanical power on the shaft,
which has been connected with the generator. The OT has been chosen as a one stage turbine.

are shown in Table 2. The expansion in the OT has been transformed into mechanical power on the
shaft, which has been connected with the generator. The OT has been chosen as a one stage turbine.
The main result of the OT model has been the calculation of its electric power. The nominal OT
electric power has reached 14.1 MWe, which is shown in Figure 11 as well. The positive slope of the
R-600a in the T-s diagram has been neglected for simplification. Therefore, a recuperative heater has
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ORC feed pump mechanical efficiency
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The main result of the OT model has been the calculation of its electric power. The nominal OT
electric power has reached 14.1 MWe, which is shown in Figure 11 as well. The positive slope of the
R-600a in the T-s diagram has been neglected for simplification. Therefore, a recuperative heater has
not been considered in our modeling and the ORC condenser (OC) has been placed directly at the
OT output.
The next modeled component has been the OC for liquefying the total amount of R-600a. The OC
model is shown in Figure 12. The OC has been realized with the static heat exchanger model of using
the logarithmic mean temperature difference. The main results of the OC model are transferred heat
power 122.9 MWt and mass flow rate of the cooling water 799.8 kg/s for liquefying the R-600a.
The next modeled components have been the two feed pumps. These two feed pumps have
created the most of own consumption. The first modeled feed pump (OFP) has been placed between
the OC and the OE. The OFP model is shown in Figure 13. The R-600a pressure has been increased
by 13.2 bars by the OFP. This is connected to a temperature increase by 10.8 ◦ C as well. The main
result of the OFP model has been its electrical consumption. The OFP electrical consumption has been
calculated as 5.037 MWe at mass flow rate 420 kg/s of the R-600a. The OFP has had the most significant
impact on the own consumption, because feed pumps for organic compounds must be much more
robust and stronger than feed pumps for water, which would be 0.715 MWe (i.e., seven times less than
for R-600a).

ORC feed pump mechanical efficiency
Condenser feed pump mechanical efficiency

75
75

%
%

The next modeled component has been the OC for liquefying the total amount of R-600a. The
OC model is shown in Figure 12. The OC has been realized with the static heat exchanger model of
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heat power 122.9 MWt and mass flow rate of the cooling water 799.8 kg/s for liquefying the R-600a.

Figure 12. The model of the ORC condenser with R-600a working medium.

The next modeled components have been the two feed pumps. These two feed pumps have
created the most of own consumption. The first modeled feed pump (OFP) has been placed between
the OC and the OE. The OFP model is shown in Figure 13. The R-600a pressure has been increased
by 13.2 bars by the OFP. This is connected to a temperature increase by 10.8 °C as well. The main
result of the OFP model has been its electrical consumption. The OFP electrical consumption has been
calculated as 5.037 MWe at mass flow rate 420 kg/s of the R-600a. The OFP has had the most
significant impact on the own consumption, because feed pumps for organic compounds must be
much more robust and stronger than feed pumps for water, which would be 0.715 MWe (i.e., seven
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The next modeled components have been the two feed pumps. These two feed pumps have
created the most of own consumption. The first modeled feed pump (OFP) has been placed between
the OC and the OE. The OFP model is shown in Figure 13. The R-600a pressure has been increased
by 13.2 bars by the OFP. This is connected to a temperature increase by 10.8 °C as well. The main
result of the OFP model has been its electrical consumption. The OFP electrical consumption has been
calculated as 5.037 MWe at mass flow rate 420 kg/s of the R-600a. The OFP has had the most
significant impact on the own consumption, because feed pumps for organic compounds must be
much more robust and stronger than feed pumps for water, which would be 0.715 MWe (i.e., seven
times less than for R-600a).
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6. Results
Electric efficiency of the original BPT generally reaches around 30% at the optimal conditions.
The optimal conditions are tightly connected with the sufficient heat demand from the customer side.
The heat demand can be very changeable and is strongly dependent on the ambient temperature.
However, if the ORC will be implemented into the original BPT, it can solve the typical BPT problems.
All presented models have proven that the basic idea with the ORC implementation in the BPT
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6. Results
Electric efficiency of the original BPT generally reaches around 30% at the optimal conditions.
The optimal conditions are tightly connected with the sufficient heat demand from the customer side.
The heat demand can be very changeable and is strongly dependent on the ambient temperature.
However, if the ORC will be implemented into the original BPT, it can solve the typical BPT problems.
All presented models have proven that the basic idea with the ORC implementation in the BPT
cycle is possible and appropriate. The ORC has been designed with sufficient cooling power for
liquefying steam (i.e., 137.8 MWt) in the original BPT cycle. For liquefying 64.7 kg/s of the steam
around 420 kg/s of R-600a is needed at the given construction parameters of the EO, i.e., a heat transfer
coefficient of 8.3 kW/m2 and heating area of 1000 m2 .
The electric production of the OT has been 14.1 MWe at a mass flow rate of 420 kg/s of R-600a,
input pressure 20 bars, input temperature 100.4 ◦ C, mechanical efficiency 96%, isentropic efficiency
85% and Baumann coefficient for the OT equals 1.
The OC has a cooling power 122.9 MWt and 799.8 kg/s of cooling water is needed for liquefying
420 kg/s of R-600a at the given construction parameters of the OC, i.e., 8.3 kW/m2 and 1000 m2 .
The OFP consumes 5.037 MWe of electric power. The pressure in the ORC has been increased by
13.2 bars and the temperature by 10.8 ◦ C by the OFP. The CFP has consumed 0.1 MWe of electrical
power. The pressure in the cooling circuit has been increased by 1 bar in the CFP. The CFP has led the
cooling water to the OC.
The obtained electric power has been determined as the OT electric power (i.e., 14.1 MWe) minus
the consumption of the ORC itself. The consumption includes both feed pumps’ consumption and
additional electric consumption, which has been connected with the cycle operation. The additional
consumption has been estimated as roughly 0.2 MWe. Then, the total cycle self-consumption has been
calculated:
PTot.con. = PORCp. + PCond.p. + PAdd. = 5.037 + 0.1 + 0.2 = 5.337 MWe.
(3)
The total self-consumption has been determined as 5.337 MWe. Then, the net ORC electric power
has been calculated:
PTot.obt. = PORCturbine − PTot.con. = 14.1 − 5.337 = 8.763 MWe.

(4)

The net electric power has been determined 8.763 MWe at the full ORC utilization. Then, the ORC
efficiency has been calculated:
ηORC =

PTot.obt.
8.763
=
= 3.755%.
PTrans.PC
233.4

(5)

where PTrans.PC represents the total thermal power to the original BPT cycle.
The total thermal power of the original BPT cycle has been calculated as 233.4 MWt. The ORC
efficiency has been calculated 3.755%. The electric efficiency of the both cycles simultaneously will be
estimated 33.755%. This value of the efficiency is very similar to that of CTs.
However, the ORC efficiency will drop during partial operation. The sensitivity analysis of the
ORC efficiency at the partial operation is shown in Figure 15. The ORC efficiency trend corresponds
with the typical trend of overpressure turbines [11]. However, the ORC efficiency trend assumes the
total thermal energy from the BPT will be led into the ORC, i.e., no heat demand.
The BPT improvement by the ORC implementation is shown in Figure 16. The trends in Figure 16
show the BPT electric efficiency with the ORC (orange curve) and without the ORC (blue curve).
Of course, Figures 15 and 16 represent the pure condensing operation. This is the state where the
ORC offers the full utilization of the thermal energy from the BPT for generating electric power.
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•
•
•
•

The assumed investment cost of the ORC has been considered as 5 500 €/MWt of a heat source.
The assumed operation & maintenance cost of the ORC has been considered as 2.4 €/MWh.
The assumed price of electric energy has been considered as 80 €/MWh.
The assumed thermal power of the heat source has been considered as 137.8 MWt.

Firstly, the total investment cost has been determined.
implementation has been approximately:

The investment cost of the ORC

Investment cos t of the ORC = 5500 × 137.8 = 757, 900 €.

(6)

After that, the average electric energies produced by the ORC per month in the summer and
winter season, have been determined. The summer season has been considered as three typical summer
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months (June, July and August). The average electric power in the summer season has been calculated
by analysis of the original BPT cycle from previous three years. An important assumption has been the
ORC has been utilized at 90% of the nominal operation in the whole summer season:
Average electric energy of the ORC per month in the summer season = 644 MWh.

(7)

The winter season has been considered as the rest of a year (i.e., nine months). The average electric
power in the winter season has been also calculated by analysis of the BPT cycle from three previous
years. An important assumption has been the ORC has been utilized at 5% of the nominal operation in
the whole winter season:
Average electric energy of the ORC per month in the winter season = 114 MWh.

(8)

The obtained average electric energies has been used for the calculation of the average electric
power produced by the ORC per year:
Average electric energy of the ORC per year = 644 × 3 + 114 × 9 = 2958 MWh.

(9)

The ORC income per year has been calculated. Of course, the income has assumed the modeled
case, which has been mentioned above:
Income of the ORC per year = 2958 × 80 = 236640 € per year.

(10)

Operation & maintenance cost of the ORC per year has been estimated:
O&M cos t of the ORC = 2958 × 2.4 = 7099 € per year.

(11)

The O&M cost had to be subtracted from the income:
Net income of the ORC per year = 236640 − 7099 = 229451 € per year.

(12)

Finally, the investment return has been calculated:
Investment return of the ORC = 757, 900/311, 952 = 3.3 year.

(13)

The investment return looks promising for the already mentioned assumptions.
7. Discussion
All thermodynamic parameters for models have been based on real data under nominal operation
conditions. The models have been created for better description of the improvement achieved by the
ORC. Therefore, these models can be improved, optimized or extended in further investigation.
All reached results have proven the ORC with R-600a as the working medium could be used for
this type of application. However, the state of the art has shown there are another two options, which
could be also used for the solution of the typical BPT problems with a lack of heat demand. These two
suitable options are:
•
•

utilization of TES,
utilization of absorption chillers.
There are several possible syntheses of various options as well:

•
•
•

Only ORC
ORC + TES
ORC + absorption chillers
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ORC + TES + absorption chillers

This paper is focused on using only the ORC into the BPT. However, there are more interesting
options to deal with the problem. The already mentioned syntheses of options will be investigated in
depth in our further investigations. However, other aspects of this problem must be taken into account
such as the suitability of organic compounds for the application, optimization of all parts of the ORC,
developing measurement and control systems for the ORC, etc.
It is important to mention what the impacts of the ORC implementation on the original BPT
cycle can be. The ORC implementation will require only small changes in the original cycle (i.e.,
drilling of the last BPT output and adding one more valve). In the case of proper installation, the ORC
implementation has a negligible impact on the original cycle. Only one valve will be added, which
can theoretically cause a fault. However, this case can be solved by adding a redundant path to the
basic heater.
8. Conclusions
The paper has introduced one possibility to utilize the ORC by insertion into the original BPT
cycle. The insertion will solve two main disadvantages of the BPT. The first one is the poor flexibility
of the BPT. The second one is that the BPT is strongly dependent on heat demand.
As it has been already shown, the electrical efficiency of the BPT is strongly dependent on heat
demand at the last output of the BPT. This problem can be removed by the ORC, especially in times
with a lack of heat demand.
The huge advantage can be the BPT can be operated at its nominal power even in the summer
season, when a lack of heat demand often occurs. Moreover, the additional electric power, which can
be produced by the ORC (i.e., up to 8.763 MWe), can improve the electric power possibilities of the
whole power plant. Therefore, the power plant can more properly participate in the daily market with
electrical power. It is also connected with a better price for the produced electrical energy.
The ORC components will have to be chosen and assessed in future investigations of the ORC
reliability. The reliability of the ORC components will have to be optimized for the best possible
sustainability of the ORC. However, the ORC implementation will have negligible impact on the
original cycle [14].
The main conclusions of the paper can be summarized in the following points:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

The original BPT in the Pilsen CPP has produced at the nominal production 70 MWe and 137.8 MWt,
bad operation flexibility and the problem under lack of heat demand conditions.
Solution of the BPT problems can be possible by the ORC implementation. The ORC
implementation can increase the operational flexibility of the BPT and can fix the problem
of a lack of heat demand.
One of the ORC implementations has been modeled by thermodynamic models. The working
medium has been chosen as R-600a and the ORC has been calculated to cover exactly the same
heat energy as the basic heater at the last output of the original BPT.
The additional electric power, which has been produced by the ORC, has been calculated at
14.1 MWe.
The consumption of the ORC has been determined as 5.337 MWe.
From previous values, the net electric power 8.763 MWe has been calculated at the full ORC
utilization. This corresponded with an ORC efficiency of 3.755% and with an added electric
efficiency of both cycles of 33.755%.
The calculated total efficiency is comparable with the CT efficiency.
The investment return has been estimated at 3.3 years; this value is dependent on the
ORC utilization.
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